Abstract-Limited diffraction beams such as Bessel beams and X waves have a large depth of field and thus could have many applications. However, these beams have higher sidelobes as compared to conventional focused beams in their focal planes. In this paper, a new class of limited diffraction beams is developed. These beams are termed bowtie limited diffraction beams because they have bowtie shapes in a plane perpendicular to the beam axis. To obtain pulse-echo images of low sidelobes and a large depth of field, a bowtie limited diffraction beam is used in transmission and its 90 rotated response (around the beam axis) is used in reception. Unlike the summation-subtraction method developed previously, this method does not reduce image frame rate or dynamic range of signals and is not motion sensitive. The theory of the bowtie limited diffraction beams is developed. Computer simulation of the theoretical beams under practical conditions, such as finite aperture, finite bandwidth, and causal excitation, is performed with the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction formula. The simulated beams are very close to those predicted analytically over a large depth of field.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N 1983, Brittingham discovered a localized wave solution to the free-space scalar wave equation in electromagnetics that he termed "focus wave modes" [1] . This wave remains focused over a large distance with only local deformation as it propagates. The focus wave modes were further developed by Ziolkowski [2] and many other investigators [3] - [10] . Independent of Brittingham and Ziolkowski's work, in 1987 Durnin discovered the first limited diffraction beam [11] . Unlike localized waves, in theory, limited diffraction beams can propagate to infinite distance without changing their sharply focused beam shapes. Durnin has termed the new beams "nondiffracting beams" [11] or "diffraction-free beams" [12] . Because Durnin's terminologies are controversial in scientific communities, the new term "limited diffraction beams" has been used on the basis that all practical beams will diffract eventually [13] , [14] . Durnin's beams (called also Bessel beams because their lateral beam profiles are a Bessel function) have been further studied in both optics [15] - [17] and acoustics [18] - [20] . Theoretically, limited diffraction beams can only be produced with an infinite aperture. In practice, these beams can be closely approximated with a finite aperture over a large depth of field. Because of this property, limited Manuscript received January 2, 1995; revised July 7, 1995 . This work was supported in part by Grants CA 54212 and CA 43920 from the National Institutes of Health.
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diffraction beams could have applications in medical imaging [21] - [24] , tissue characterization [25] , nondestructive evaluation of materials [26] , and Doppler velocity estimation [27] , as well as in optics [28] and electromagnetics [7] , [29] , [30] .
Recently, a new type of limited diffraction beams was discovered [31] - [33] . These beams were called X waves because they have an X-like shape in a plane along their propagation axis. X waves are different from Bessel beams because they are nondispersive in isotropic/homogeneous media. Like Bessel beams, X waves have a large depth of field and could have many applications [21] , [34] - [39] . The discussion of advantages and trade-offs of Bessel beams and X waves as compared to conventional focused beams can be found in a review paper [13] .
Although limited diffraction beams have a large depth of field, they have higher sidelobes as compared to conventional focused beams in their focal plane. Localized waves may achieve lower sidelobes, but they demand an impractical transducer bandwidth [13] , [40] . High sidelobes may lower contrast in medical imaging [41] , [42] and make it difficult to detect low scattering objects such as small cysts. High sidelobes also increase the effective sampling volume, which lowers the image resolution in tissue characterization [25] .
High sidelobes are not unique with limited diffraction beams. They also occur with methods that increase the depth of field of conventional beams, such as using a ring aperture [43] - [45] or the Axicon [46] - [48] . Efforts have been made to reduce sidelobes. For example, Burckhardt et al. [49] have divided a ring transducer into eight equal segments and arranged the segments into two orthogonal groups. One group was used to transmit and the other to receive. Then, the whole geometry was rotated around the axis of the ring by, say 45 , to repeat the process, and the resulting RF signals were summed. This method reduces the sidelobes of the ring to some extent but the image frame rate is reduced by a factor of two. Macovski and Norton [50] have weighted a ring transducer with the powers of the cosine and sine functions to transmit and receive, respectively. This resulted in sidelobe reductions in two orthogonal directions of the ring, but leaves high sidelobes in other directions. Moshfeghi [51] and Macovski et al. [50] used the idea of transmitting and receiving with different aperture sizes. However, this method does not reduce the sidelobes significantly. Recently, a summation-subtraction method has been developed to reduce the sidelobes of the pulse-echo responses of limited diffraction beams [14] , [52] . This method is similar to those used by Wild 0885-3010/95$04.00  1995 IEEE [43] and Burckhardt et al. [44] for a ring aperture and that used by Patterson et al. [53] for an Axicon transducer. The problems with the summation-subtraction method are that it is sensitive to object motion, the final signals have a small dynamic range due to the subtraction of larger signals, and the process requires multiple transmissions that lower image frame rate leading to blurred images of moving objects such as the heart. Other methods for reducing the sidelobes of limited diffraction beams, such as deconvolution [54] , dynamic focused reception, etc., have also been suggested and they are reviewed in [13, pp. 417-422] .
In this paper, another new type of limited diffraction beams is developed. These beams are called bowtie limited diffraction beams because they have a bowtie shape in a plane perpendicular to their propagation axis. They are obtained from spatial derivatives of the limited diffraction beams studied previously (such as the X waves and the Bessel beams) in one transverse direction (in the bowtie plane). In theory, these beams also have an infinite depth of field. Even if produced with a finite aperture, they have the same very large depth of field as the original limited diffraction beams. The difference between bowtie limited diffraction beams and the original beams is that the sidelobes of the former has a strong angle dependency. The sidelobes are the highest and the same as those of original limited diffraction beams in the direction of derivatives where they are proportional to as , and where is the radial distance from the beam axis, and the lowest in the direction perpendicular to that of the derivatives. Because of the angle dependency, pulse-echo systems that have both low sidelobes and large depth of field can be constructed by transmitting with a bowtie limited diffraction beam and receiving with its response rotated 90 around the beam axis. The advantages of this method for sidelobe reduction are that it does not reduce the dynamic range of the received signals, nor the image frame rate. The rotation of the bowtie limited diffraction beams or their responses could be achieved by electronic switching of radiator elements or using a 90 interlaced bowtie radiator that has a shape of the Maltese cross-processor previously reported for speckle reduction [55] .
In the following, the theory of the bowtie limited diffraction beams will be developed. Then, the beams will be simulated under practical conditions, such as finite aperture, finite bandwidth, and causal excitation, of a radiator with the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction formula. Finally, there is a brief discussion and a conclusion.
II. THEORY OF BOWTIE LIMITED DIFFRACTION BEAMS
In this section, bowtie limited diffraction beams that are exact solutions to the isotropic-homogeneous scalar wave equation will first be derived. Then, a few examples of these beams will be given and their applications in pulse-echo systems for low-sidelobe imaging will be demonstrated.
A. Bowtie Limited Diffraction Beams
To derive bowtie limited diffraction beams, it is necessary to review the previously studied X waves [31] - [33] and Bessel beams [11] , [31] . A three-dimensional (3-D) isotropic/homogeneous scalar wave equation in cylindrical coordinates is given by (1) where is radial distance, is azimuthal angle, is the axial axis that is perpendicular to the plane defined by and , is time, is the speed of sound or light, and represents acoustic pressure or the Hertz potential that is a function of and . From (1), one obtains X waves [31] - [33] (2) and Bessel beams [11] , [31] (3) where the subscripts "X" and "J" represent X waves and Bessel beams, respectively, is a nonnegative integer, is phase velocity ( for X waves and for Bessel beams), where is angular frequency, is an Axicon angle [56] that is a constant for a given X wave, and is the propagation constant of Bessel beams, where is wavenumber and is a scaling factor that controls the lateral resolution (or main beamwidth) of Bessel beams, is a complex constant, is the th-order Bessel function of the first kind, is a constant that determines the decay speed of the high-frequency components of X waves, and is any well-behaved function of and could represent the transfer functions of practical radiators (antennas or acoustic transducers). The X waves (2) and the Bessel beams (3) are exact solutions to the wave equation (1) . They are limited diffraction beams because they are explicit functions of the propagation term, . If const. (traveling with the waves), and are not functions of and . This means that and in (2) and (3) represent waves that will propagate to infinite distance without changing their wave shapes.
Taking derivatives of the X waves and the Bessel beams in (2) and (3), respectively, in one transverse direction, say, , we obtain the bowtie limited diffraction beams (4) and (5) where is a nonnegative integer and is the order of the derivatives. These new beams are exact solutions to the wave equation (1) (in addition, any linear combinations of derivatives of waves in rectangular coordinates are also solutions to (1)) and they are still limited diffraction beams because the propagation term, , is retained after the derivatives. From (2) and (3), we see that the Bessel beams are a special case of the X waves (or monochromatic X waves).
If
, where and is a constant angular frequency, (2) is given by (6) Let , , and , (6) is identical to (3) . For this reason, in the following, we consider primarily the bowtie X waves. The properties of the bowtie Bessel beams are expected to be similar to those of the bowtie X waves (Appendix B).
B. Examples
Two examples will be given below showing the properties of the bowtie limited diffraction beams.
The integration in (2) can be evaluated if [31] (7)
where the subscript " " means broadband, represents an th-order broadband X wave, (8) and where (9) Because for the field patterns of are complicated, in the following, only the cases where will be considered. With , (7) is simplified and becomes rotary symmetric (independent of ), and represents the zerothorder X wave [31] (10)
Substitute (10) into (4) and let and (these two orders of derivatives are chosen to demonstrate the trend of the bowtie beams of increasing orders), we obtain (11) and (12), shown at the bottom of the page, respectively, where represents the th-derivative bowtie X wave, and and are constants that normalize the peak of the bowtie X waves to one. In obtaining these constants, we assume that there is only one peak for both (11) and (12), and the peaks appear at and ,
i.e., .
Equations (11) and (12) can be verified by directly inserting them into (1). The 4th and 10th derivative bowtie X waves ( (11) and (12)) are shown in Fig. 1 . For comparison, the zeroth-order X wave (10) is also shown. The transfer function, , in (2) is applied to both the bowtie and the zeroth-order X waves, and is assumed to be a Blackman window function [57] otherwise, (13) where , and 2.5 MHz is the central frequency (the 6-dB relative bandwidth of (13) is about 81%, or, the bandwidth is equal to 0.81 ). The parameter, , for the bowtie X waves and the zeroth-order X wave is chosen so that the bandwidths of the waves are determined mainly by (13) . From Fig. 1 , it is seen that the bowtie waves are strongly angle dependent and their ties become thinner as the order of derivative increases.
C. Asymptotic Behaviors of Bowtie Limited Diffraction Beams
To understand the energy distribution of the bowtie limited diffraction beams in space, we need to know the asymptotic behaviors of the bowtie X waves given in (11) and (12) (Appendix A) (14) and (15) where " " means "similar to," " " represents the terms that approach zero faster than the function inside the bracket as , and and are a set of constants that may have different values for (14) and (15) .
It is seen from (14) and (15) that the asymptotic behaviors of the bowtie X waves are angle dependent. This is different (12) The images in the panels are shown in a plane perpendicular to the wave axis and are obtained from the peaks of the absolute values of the real-part of the waves projected along the axis to the image plane. Therefore, these images give the highest sidelobes of the waves. The parameters used in this figure are as follows: the Axicon angle, , of both the bowtie X waves and the zeroth-order X wave is 6.6 ; the constant, a 0 , that determines the fall-off speed of the high-frequency components (see (2)) of the zeroth-order X wave, the 4th and 10th derivative bowtie X waves, is 0.03 mm, 0.10 mm, and 0.15 mm, respectively; the gray-scale of the images is linear, that is ranged from 0 to 1.0 in 256 levels; and the images are in the x 0 y plane.
from that of the zeroth-order X wave (10) whose asymptotic behavior is given by (16) (see (A2) in Appendix A). If (perpendicular to the direction of derivatives), the fields in (14) and (15) are given by , where or other nonnegative even integers, and " " means "proportional to." If 90 (in the direction of derivatives), one always gets which is the same as the X waves and the Bessel beams [31] . For 0 90 , the first terms in (14) and (15) will be the dominating terms eventually as . However, because of the angular weighting, , this happens only for very large if is small or is large.
D. Sidelobe Reduction for Pulse-Echo Systems
Although rotary-symmetric limited diffraction beams, such as the zeroth-order X wave (10) and Bessel beam (3), have a large depth of field [21] , [23] , they have high sidelobes when applied to pulse-echo systems. To obtain pulse-echo systems that have both low sidelobes and large depth of field, bowtie limited diffraction beams can be used. This is because the sidelobes of bowtie limited diffraction beams are strongly angle dependent. To obtain low sidelobes, a bowtie limited diffraction beam is used in transmission and its 90 rotated response is in reception. The resulting pulse-echo responses of the systems are the time convolution of the transmission beam and the reception response. The pulse-echo responses of the 4th and 10th derivative bowtie X waves ( (11) and (12)) and their comparison to that of the zeroth-order X wave (10) are shown in Fig. 2 . Log compression is used to show the small sidelobes of the bowtie pulse-echo responses. The Blackman window function (13) is added to both transmission and reception which gives a 58% 6-dB relative bandwidth. It is seen that the sidelobes of the pulse-echo responses of bowtie beams are much lower than those of the zeroth-order X wave.
The method for reduction of sidelobes of pulse-echo systems with bowtie limited diffraction beams has several advantages as compared to the summation-subtraction method studied previously [14] . It does not subtract two large signals resulting in small differences that may have small dynamic ranges in the presence of noise. It is not sensitive to object motion because no subtraction of RF signals is involved. In addition, image frame rate is not reduced (low image frame rate may lead to blurred images of moving objects such as the heart) since no multiple transmissions are used.
To get a more quantitative view of the sidelobes of the bowtie limited diffraction pulse-echo systems, line plots of the images in Fig. 2 are given in Fig. 3 . It is seen that the sidelobes of the pulse-echo responses of the bowtie X waves decrease as the order of derivative increases. The highest sidelobes of these responses appear at 45 and the best lateral resolution (or the smallest first sidelobe) is around 30 . For comparison with the conventional focused beams at their focuses, plots of sidelobes of the pulse-echo response of a circular focused piston transducer at its focus is also shown. where is the radial distance and is a scaling factor that controls the mainlobe width of the function and is related to the -number and the central wavelength of the beam. In Fig. 3 , 1772.06 m 1 so that the 6-dB beamwidth of the pulseecho Jinc response is about the same as that of the zeroth-order X wave. It should be noted that although the sidelobes of the pulse-echo response of the 10th derivative bowtie X wave at 45 are about 15 dB higher than those of the Airy pattern near the radial distance 25 mm (see Fig. 3 ), they are about 15 dB lower than those of a linear array at its focus whose beam pattern is a Sinc function [58, p. 62] Sinc (18) where 1516.40 m 1 is a scaling factor (with 1516.40 m 1 , the 6-dB beamwidth of the pulse-echo response of the Sinc function is the same as that of the Jinc function).
III. REALIZATION OF BOWTIE LIMITED DIFFRACTION BEAMS WITH FINITE APERTURE RADIATORS
The theoretical bowtie limited diffraction beams derived in the last section are exact solutions to the wave equation without boundary conditions. Therefore, they can only be produced with an infinite aperture. Because the asymptotic behaviors of the bowtie limited diffraction beams along the direction of derivatives are proportional to , an infinite total energy is required. In addition, these beams are not causal, i.e., they must exist from . In this section, the bowtie limited diffraction beams will be produced approximately for practical conditions, such as, finite aperture, finite bandwidth, and causal excitation, using the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction formula [58] .
A. Rayleigh-Sommerfeld Diffraction Formula
The Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction formula is an integration that sums the spatially weighted contributions of the fields from baffled point sources on a radiator surface. It is given by [58] ( 19) where the first and the second terms represent the highand low-frequency contributions, respectively, are the polar coordinates on the surface of the radiator, where and , is the distance on the axial axis that is perpendicular to the plane, is a differential area on the surface, is the wavelength, is the distance between the differential area and the spatial point, , where the field is to be calculated, is the diameter of the radiator (assume a circular radiator), is an aperture weighting function (the Fourier transform (spectrum) of the beams with respect to time, , evaluated at the surface of the radiator, ), where the subscript " " represents "surface of radiator," and is the Fourier transform of the beams to be calculated at the spatial point, , where the subscript " " means "calculated by the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction formula." From , we obtain the beams (20) The angles = 0 and 90 correspond to the x and y axes, respectively (the horizontal and vertical axes of Fig. 2 ). The lateral axis of the plots is from 025 mm to 25 mm and the vertical is from 0 dB to 0140 dB.
where represents "the inverse Fourier transform" [59] that is defined as (21) The Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction formula (19) has taken into account the practical conditions of a radiator, such as the finite aperture, , and finite bandwidth (assuming that is a band-pass function of ). The causality of the beams can be assured by truncating the beams with a rectangular time window, i.e., , where is a preset constant.
B. Bowtie X Waves
To use (19), we need to obtain the spectrum of the bowtie limited diffraction beams at the surface of the radiator. Let in (2) and substitute the result into (4), we have (22) Compare (22) with (21), we obtain the spectrum of the bowtie X waves (23) where (24) is the Heaviside step function [59] . At the surface of a radiator,
, we obtain from (23)
where . The derivatives of the Bessel function in (25) are tedious. Examples of the derivatives with 4 and 10, and their relationship to the bowtie Bessel beams are given in Appendix B.
Replacing in (19) with (25) and using (20), we obtain approximated (simulated) 4th (Fig. 4 ) and 10th derivative (Fig. 5) bowtie X waves. The parameters used in the simulation are the same as those used in the theoretical beams (Figs. 1-3) . Because (26) where , the simulated bowtie X waves are truncated with a moving rectangular window to produce causal waves. The diameter of the radiator for the simulated beams is 50 mm. Fig. 4 . The noise in the panels of the upper two rows is caused by the computation errors that exceed the extremely low sidelobes to be calculated.
Because any derivatives of the X waves in terms of the coordinate variables, or , do not change the Axicon angle, , the depth of field of the bowtie X waves is the same as that of the zeroth-order X wave when produced with the same aperture, , and is also given by [31] (27)
With the parameters used, the depth of field of the simulated bowtie X waves in Figs. 4 and 5 is about 216 mm. From  Figs. 4 and 5 , we see that the pulse-echo responses of the simulated bowtie X waves are very close to those of the theoretical waves except that near the boundary of the depth of field, 216 mm, sidelobes are increased. The noise shown in the first two rows ( 0 and 15 ) of Fig. 5 for the simulated 10th derivative bowtie X wave is caused by the computation errors that exceed the extremely low sidelobes of the wave to be calculated.
The simulated bowtie X waves in the planes are shown in Fig. 6 . These waves are calculated with (19) and (20) and with the same parameters as those used in Fig. 1 . They are Fig. 6 . One-way (transmission or reception only) 4th (panels in the left column) and 10th derivative (panels in the middle column) bowtie X waves shown in planes (r 0 z planes) along the wave axis and calculated with the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction formula at the axial distance, z = 100 mm, and at two angles: = 0 (panels in the upper row) and 90 (panels in the bottom row). The zeroth-order X wave (panels in the right column) is added for comparison. One-way Blackman window (13) is applied to all the images. The parameters used in this figure are the same as those in Fig. 1 , except that the diameter of the radiator is 50 mm in the simulation. The gray-scale of the images in the panels is proportional to the analytic envelope of the real part of the waves. It is linear and normalized to the range from 0.0 to 1.0 in 256 levels. Fig. 7 . This figure has the same format as Fig. 6 , except that it is obtained analytically (see (10) - (12)). The parameters used in this figure are the same as those used in Fig. 1. one-way fields (transmission fields or reception responses) and are produced with a radiator of 50-mm diameter. It is clear that the bowtie X waves have the same Axicon angle as the zeroth-order X wave. Fig. 7 has the same format as Fig. 6 except that it is obtained from the theoretical bowtie X waves ( (11) and (12)) and the zeroth-order X wave (10) filtered with the Blackman window function (13) and produced with an infinite aperture (Fig. 1) . Comparing Figs. 6 and 7 , one can see that they are very close. This means that the theoretical bowtie limited diffraction beams can be produced with a practical radiator of a finite aperture over a large depth of field.
C. Axial Field Responses
Line plots of the peak-to-peak values of the simulated oneway bowtie X waves versus the propagation distance, , are shown in Fig. 8 . The bowtie limited diffraction beams are Fig. 8 . Line plots of the peak-to-peak values of the real part of the one-way 4th (dotted line) and 10th derivative (full line) bowtie X waves and zeroth-order X wave (dashed line) versus the propagation distance, z, from 6 to 400 mm. The parameters of these beams are the same as those in Fig. 6 . The line plot of the theoretical beams (long dashed line) is simply a straight horizontal line because they have an infinite depth of field. The vertical bar (very long dashed line) in the figure represents the depth of field (216 mm) of the simulated beams. The lateral axis is the propagation distance and the vertical axis represents the normalized magnitude from 040 dB to 10 dB.
produced with the same aperture and the Axicon angle and have the same depth of field as the zeroth-order X wave.
IV. DISCUSSION
Bowtie limited diffraction beams (Fig. 1) and their application in pulse-echo systems for low-sidelobes and large depth of field imaging (Figs. 2 and 3 ) have been studied. Theoretically, these beams have an infinite depth of field. With practical radiators of finite aperture and bandwidth, these beams can be produced closely (Figs. 4-7) over a large depth of field (Fig. 8) . In the following, the advantages and limitations of these new beams will be discussed.
A. Sidelobes
The bowtie limited diffraction beams studied in this paper have the advantages that they have very low sidelobes in the direction perpendicular to that of derivatives, and the sidelobes are even lower as the order of derivative increases (Fig. 1) . Their asymptotic behaviors ( (14) and (15)) in this direction are proportional to , as , where is the order of derivative and is the radial distance. In the direction of derivatives, the asymptotic behaviors are the same as those of the original limited diffraction beams, i.e., are proportional to . The asymptotic behaviors in other directions are between these two extreme cases. With these properties, bowtie limited diffraction beams can be applied to achieve both low-sidelobe and large depth of field in pulseecho systems (transmit with a bowtie limited diffraction beam and receive with its 90 rotated response, see Figs. 2 and 3) . For example, the sidelobes of the pulse-echo response of a 4th derivative bowtie limited diffraction beam are close to those of a linear or rectangular radiator in the focal plane (sinc function (18)), and the sidelobes of the pulse-echo response of a 10th derivative beam are comparable to those of a circular piston radiator in the focal plane (Jinc function (17) ). In both cases, the sidelobes are much lower than those of the original limited diffraction beams (Figs. 2 and 3) .
Sidelobes of the pulse-echo responses of the bowtie limited diffraction beams are angle dependent (Figs. 2 and 3) . They are the lowest at 0 and the highest at 45 .
B. Resolutions
Lateral resolution is usually measured with the 6-dB width of beams. With the same depth of field and aperture size, the lateral resolution of the pulse-echo responses of the bowtie limited diffraction beams increases as the central wavelength of the beams decreases. For a given central wavelength, the lateral resolution of the pulse-echo responses of the bowtie limited diffraction beams is comparable to those of the original limited diffraction beams (see Figs. 2  and 3 ) and increases with the order of derivative. However, the increase of resolution is at the expense of increased first sidelobes. Higher first sidelobes will increase the effective main beamwidth and thus reduce the effective lateral resolution. However, at some angles such as , the first sidelobes are reduced. Therefore, we can rotate the pulse-echo responses of the bowtie limited diffraction beams so that the object to be imaged is scanned at these angles. The larger first sidelobes that are not in the scan direction can be treated as an increased slice thickness or a decreased out-of-plane resolution that does not have as strong an influence on image quality as the in-plane resolution.
C. Depth of Field
Given the same aperture size and the Axicon angle (for X waves) or scaling factor (for Bessel beams), the depth of field of bowtie limited diffraction beams of various orders is about the same as that of the original limited diffraction beams (Fig. 8) and can be calculated with the formulas of the original limited diffraction beams ((27) for X waves). For the theoretical bowtie limited diffraction beams, their depth of field is infinite because they are assumed to be produced with an infinite aperture (see the lateral straight line in Fig. 8 ).
The depth of field is a critical parameter for all limited diffraction beams. Within the depth of field, the simulated beams under the practical conditions are very close to the analytic beams (Figs. 4-7) . At the depth of field (216 mm in our examples), the sidelobes of the simulated beams begin to increase (Figs. 4 and 5) . Beyond the depth of field, these beams may diffract significantly.
D. Other New Limited Diffraction Beams
Bowtie limited diffraction beams studied in this paper are only one type of new limited diffraction beams. Numerous limited diffraction beams that might have practical applications are to be discovered. For example, taking derivatives of the zeroth-order limited diffraction beams in both and directions may result in a limited diffraction beam of a cross shape that could also be used for sidelobe reduction in pulseecho systems (transmit with a cross beam and receive with its 45 rotated response). Taking derivatives of the higher-order limited diffraction beams ( in (4) and (5)) may result in other new beams.
E. Production of Bowtie Limited Diffraction Beams in Pulse-Echo Systems
One way to produce the pulse-echo responses of the bowtie limited diffraction beams is to use a 2-D array in both transmission and reception. To transmit the bowtie limited diffraction beams, the signals to drive the elements of the array can be weighted with the theoretical beams ( (11) and (12)) evaluated at the surface of the radiator, 0. In reception, according to the principle of reciprocity, the signals from the elements can be weighted the same as in transmission to obtain a bowtie limited diffraction response. This method requires a large number of T/R switches because the number of elements of a 2-D array is usually very large in order to satisfy the Nyquist sampling rate of the aperture weighting functions. If the beams are steered with linear phase delays, the number of elements and thus the number of the T/R switches required may be even larger because the interelement distance in the direction of steering must be smaller than /2 [36] , [37] to reduce the grating lobes, where is the wavelength.
The other way to produce the pulse-echo responses of the bowtie limited diffraction beams is also to use a 2-D array, but the array is divided into four quarters where the bowtie beam transmission uses two opposite quarters and the bowtie reception takes the other two. This method ignores the small weightings of the elements in the areas complementary to either the transmission or reception bowtie shape and thus is an approximation to the previous one. Its advantage is that no T/R switches are needed because of the separated transmission and reception. This also helps to remove the noise produced by the T/R switches. However, if a better approximation is desired, a small number of T/R switches are still needed for the elements around the center of the beams where the weighting functions have larger values.
For both methods, the electronic switches that rescale the weighting functions in the scan direction for compensating the loss of the effective aperture as the beam is steered off the axis by a linear phase delay are still required [36] , [37] . However, in a steering range of ±45 , only a few switches are necessary to produce reasonably good beams [36] . If a mechanical scan is used, these switches can be removed because the effective aperture stays the same in the scan. The mechanical scan may also take the advantage of the symmetry of the beams and the low spatial frequency in some areas, such as those in larger radial distances, to reduce the number of elements. Fewer elements will not increase the grating lobes if the gaps between the elements are small [36] .
In addition, because bowtie limited diffraction beams of higher-order derivatives have narrower (skinny) tie shapes, they could be produced with an 1.5-D array.
F. Possible Applications
Because the pulse-echo responses of the bowtie limited diffraction beams have low sidelobes and a large depth of field, they could have applications in medical imaging, tissue characterization, Doppler, underwater acoustics, nondestructive evaluation of materials (NDE), electromagnetics, radar, and optics.
G. Some Considerations
Bowtie limited diffraction beams are exact solutions of the wave equation (1) derived from the assumption that the media in which beams propagate are isotropic and homogeneous. Therefore, applications of these beams under conditions that are close to the assumption are expected to have the best results. If the conditions are far away from the assumption, the results may be compromised.
V. CONCLUSION
A new type of limited diffraction beams is developed. These beams are called bowtie limited diffraction beams because they have bowtie shapes in a plane perpendicular to the propagation axis of the beams. When these beams are applied to pulse-echo systems, their pulse-echo responses have very low sidelobes over a large depth of field, even if the beams are produced with a practical radiator that has a finite aperture and bandwidth. These new beams could have applications in medical imaging, tissue characterization, Doppler, underwater acoustics, nondestructive evaluation of materials (NDE), as well as other physics related areas such as electromagnetics and optics.
APPENDIX A Asymptotic behaviors of the bowtie X waves in (11) and (12) as . From the relationship between the polar and rectangular coordinates, we have (A1) where is the angle in a plane perpendicular to theaxis. For X waves, the slowest decay of the field occurs at the X branches [31, (21) ]. For example, when in (10), where (A2) where " " means "similar to." With (A1) and (A2), the asymptotic behaviors of the bowtie X waves in (11) and (12) and (B4), respectively, shown at the top of the page. Similar to the bowtie X waves in (11) and (12), the constants that normalize the peaks of the bowtie Bessel beams in (B3) and (B4) to one can be obtained and are given by and , respectively. To show the properties of the bowtie Bessel beams, we need to know the asymptotic behaviors of (B3) and (B4 
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